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Special Edition 

NFOTA celebrates the creative spirit of Northumberland. As a not-for-profit arts 

organization, NFOTA brings together actors and artisans, painters and 

photographers, musicians, singers and dancers, writers and poets in a grand 

collaborative showcase over two weeks in September 2022. 

 

Contributors: 

Felicia Massey 

Shane Joseph 

Felicity Sidnell Reid 

Kate Rogers 

Gwynn Scheltema 

Jennifer Trefiak 

Donna Wootton 

 

www.festivalofthearts.ca 

http://www.festivalofthearts.ca/
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What is NFOTA and Where did it Start? 

The newly branded not-for-profit corporation Northumberland 

Festival of the Arts, with nearly fifty events, taking place over 

sixteen days in eight towns and cities in Northumberland County, 

Ontario began at the grass roots level with the Spirit of the Hills 

Writers Group.  

 This feisty group of writers, poets, editors, and publishers came 

together to network and help one another get known in the 

community and sell their books. They tried a number of tactics, 

from taking part in other festivals like Cobourg's Jazz Festival and the Waterfront Festival. They 

held their own version of Word on the Street: Word Northumberland; they held book launches 

around the county. All these events were successful, but in a small way, because they were 

isolated niche activities. In 2017, the writers approached other artists—visual artists, singers, and 

musicians—to collaborate on a mini-festival. The artists and musicians would also showcase 

their work and offer it for sale. Collectively, we would appeal to a wider audience and all rise on 

the same tide. It worked!  

 And in 2019 we did it again, this time expanding to include drama, photography, 

multimedia, dance, writing, photography and play writing contests. The Festival took place in 

Cobourg over three days. We received good reviews and many positive responses from the 

attendees. The Town of Cobourg honoured two of the organizers with Civic awards for their 

work on the Festival, recognizing an event of this nature to be a valuable tool in the growth and 

promotion of the area. 

For the next Festival in 2021, (now pushed to 2022 because of COVID-19) we wanted to 

build on that concept: collaborate with groups that are already offering arts performances and 

exhibits, create synergy, optimize the limited resources available to the arts community, and 

include artists and communities that are often ignored. 
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“Celebrating Resilience” 

NFOTA’s Theme for 2022 

by Jennifer Trefiak, 

Merriam-Webster defines resilience as a noun that means: “the ability to become strong, healthy, 

or successful again after something bad happens.” 

That’s pretty heavy because the events that lead us to become resilient are not 

insignificant; these are life-altering events such as death, job loss, discrimination, illness, abuse, 

and trauma. What’s interesting to me about resilience is that you don’t know if you are resilient 

until you’ve come through to the other side; it is a test of your endurance as a human being and a 

test of your spirit. Becoming resilient is a painful experience. 

Just as you don’t know if you’re resilient until you’ve made it to the other side of 

adversity, you cannot celebrate resilience until you have healed from those moments that tested 

you. Some moments can never be celebrated at all, it’s enough to make it through. For some, the 

past two years have been a blessing; for others, a time of struggle. For the arts sector it has been 

both. 

The arts became a shining light for the world to grasp onto during the frightening 

beginning of the pandemic when so much was unknown. We felt alone and so we attended 

virtual concerts, online art openings, and play readings. As artists we had endless time to create 

and to explore our inner worlds. The arts brought all of us solace and joy when we needed it the 

most. The other side to that is that many artists have felt the financial and spiritual burden of the 

past two years. Those venues that we require to make music, display art, and read poetry have 

not been available until very recently. We too, have 

had to adjust ourselves to the virtual world, and for 

some artists and arts groups that has been difficult or 

impossible. 

 

“Together in Solitude” (Oil on Canvas) by Jennifer 

Trefiak 2021 

 

https://www.jennifertrefiak.com/
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As for the spiritual burden, if you do not have an audience you do not have art. If your book isn’t 

read, your song not performed and your artwork not seen, then does the art really exist? Art 

exists only in relationship to the audience receiving it. At least, that’s what I believe. When we 

bring art to people there is an energy and a connection which emerges that simply doesn’t exist 

on a screen. 

Slowly, we are gathering the pieces of ourselves and coming together. As we begin to 

move into public spaces once more, I dearly hope that the individuals who took pleasure and 

comfort in the arts from their living room couch will support us in person. I also hope that we as 

artists and arts institutions continue to make our work accessible to everyone. 

Which brings me back to the topic at hand, resilience. When I find myself looking for 

answers, I always look to Mother Earth. She speaks if you listen, and resilience is her middle 

name. When a forest burns, there is a period of regeneration afterwards. In fact, many plant 

species require a fire in order to propagate and thrive. It’s a natural cycle of life and one which 

Indigenous cultures know well. Destruction creates resilience, regrowth, and beauty. 

We as an arts community will move into a period of regrowth and beauty, like after a 

forest fire. Where resilience factors in, is in how we move forward. Do we do the same as we’ve 

always done? Or do we take these teachings from this time period to 

enhance the experience of our shared love of all things beautiful and 

compelling? Once you burn you can’t forget. Those seedlings of 

creativity, so freely shared during the pandemic and carefully tended 

by those desiring them, will not forget their roots. Those lessons will 

structure our collective resilience and regrowth. They will guide us 

into the next phase of art creation and appreciation. Then, we can 

celebrate. 

Jennifer Trefiak near Marathon, Ontario  
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What to See and Do at NFOTA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Featured in the following pages are details of the events and the artists who will be performing at 

the Northumberland Festival of the Arts. View the whole event schedule and purchase tickets :  

Connect to the festival website from any of the coloured buttons. 

 

 

  

VISUAL  

ART  

EVENTS 

MUSIC  

EVENTS 

LITERARY 

EVENTS  

DRAMA 

& FILM 

EVENTS 

WORK 

SHOPS 

BUY TICKETS 

https://festivalofthearts.ca/events/
file:///C:/Users/Gwynn/Documents/Dropbox/FOA22/Communications/festivalofthearts.ca
https://festivalofthearts.ca/art-artisan-photography-events/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/music-events/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/literary-events/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/drama-film-and-events/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/learning-creative-opportunities/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/events/
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“Spread the Word” - Theme song for NFOTA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the pillars of NFOTA is collaboration: artists helping other artists. The birth of NFOTA’s 

theme song is an example of that in action. 

Three local musicians and singers, . Lynn C. Bilton, Christopher Cameron, and Marie-

Lynn Hammond, got together to produce a theme song for the festival and then gifted it to the 

organization for all their marketing needs.  

The three NFOTA volunteers, named their group What Fun!, and the song, “Spread the 

Word  was recorded locally at the Northumberland Music Studio, or Studio 29, in Warkworth,”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AUWd4fHKrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AUWd4fHKrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AUWd4fHKrA
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Art, Artisan & Photography Events 
Wander through an exhibit, engage with an artist or purchase a unique piece of art to 

enjoy at home. 

Sept 23: Warkworth Gallery Hop 

Throughout the day, art lovers can tour at their own pace 

through galleries in the Warkworth Area. Enjoy exhibits at 

the Periphery Gallery, Oak Heights Gallery, and Canadian 

Tapestry and Texture Centre. Take in a demonstration of 

ceramics or glass blowing at Frantic farms and round it off 

with a visit to the Warkworth Library to see the Spirit of the Hills “Foot by Foot” show. 

Periphery Gallery will also offer a performance of music and interpretive dance in harmony with 

sculpture and landscape at 4pm. 

Juried Exhibit by Ontario Society of Artists at the AGN (Cobourg) 

The Ontario Society of Artists (OSA) and the Art Gallery of 

Northumberland (AGN) invite you to an exhibition titled Ambient 

Landscapes with the themes of “Breath. Heart. Spirit.” This 

exhibition celebrating the 150th Anniversary of the OSA, will include 

about 40 artworks featured in the main gallery of the AGN. 

NFOTA Augmented Art Exhibit (Cobourg) 

 

Mounted by the Art Gallery of Northumberland, be prepared for 

some interactive surprises in this exhibit that takes its cue from the 

NFOTA vision. 
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Spirit of the Hills Foot by Foot Show and Sale. (Warkworth) 

 

Throughout the festival during Library Hours, visit a fun show put on 

by the artists of the Spirit of the Hills Arts Association. All original 

works measure 1 square foot and include photography, painting, 

drawing, textiles, glass, collage, mixed media, and low relief 

modelling, and they are all for sale for just $125 each! 

 

9th Annual Open Juried Show at the Colborne Gallery (Colborne) 

 

Original works in all visual art forms: painting, drawing, mixed 

media photography, printmaking, sculpture, fibre, glass, fine 

jewellery, ceramics, metal, woodwork and digital media chosen by 

Juror Carlyn Moulton of OENO Gallery in Bloomfield.  

 

Sept 19 & 20: Covers for Comfort (Colborne) 

 

An exhibition of handmade quilts by the Salem Valley Quilter’s. 

In the last 10 years this community-minded group have made 

over 1000 items that have been given to Women’s Shelters, North 

Bay Hospital Children’s Ward, Meals on Wheels, a fundraiser to 

furnishing desks and seating for a classroom in Kenya, Veteran’s Quilts, Bridge Hospice, and 

others in need of “Covers for Comfort” 
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Sept 24 & 25: Apple Route Studio Tour (North & East Northumberland) 

 

Discover the art in Northumberland’s undiscovered east. 

27 artists in 22 locations open their studios to you. Chat 

with the artists, explore their creative spaces, make a 

surprising find, purchase original, one-of-a-kind art. With 

studios located from Grafton east to Brighton and from 

Lakeport north to Hastings, art meets nature as you relax into the beauty of an autumn drive. 

Along the shore of Lake Ontario, through laden orchards, ripened fields and rolling hills – both 

the landscape and the art will astound you. 

Sept 29 & Oct 1: Alderville First Nation Artists & Crafters 

Koren Smoke and local Indigenous artists from Alderville First Nation 

host an exhibit and sale of paintings, crafts, beading, and jewellery at 

AV Ink & Art. Enjoy chatting with the artists and purchase something 

beautiful for yourself or someone you love. 

 

Northumberland Photography Club Exhibit (Cobourg) 

 

During the festival, visit area libraries to see a 

slide show of The Northumberland Photography 

Club’s work or visit the offices of Edward Jones in Cobourg to see the original photographs on 

display. 
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Local Talent Spotlight – Art, Artisan and Photography 

 

by Lorelyn Morgan, Apple Route Studio Tour. 

 

NFOTA is excited to partner with Apple Route Studio Tour, September 24 & 25, 2022. 

 

It all began in 2017, when a couple of artists residing in Colborne learned that federal funding 

might be made available to help celebrate Canada’s sesquicentennial. The money had to be spent 

on community activities as opposed to infrastructure or capital investment. “What about a studio 

tour?” the artists said. “What about a studio tour centred right here in Cramahe Township?” 

[It must be acknowledged here that Northumberland County already has the Northumberland 

Hills Studio Tour, which has run successfully for many years, but that tour tends to centre around 

Port Hope and Cobourg, leaving artists in the eastern half of the county often feeling 

underserved.] 

Very soon it became apparent that there were enough artists with enough interest to make 

a local studio tour a viable idea. The funding application was made and granted, a steering 

committee formed, and the first Cramahe Studio Tour became a reality on the August long 

weekend in 2017 – the weekend marking not only Canada’s sesquicentennial celebrations but 

also Cramahe Township’s 225th anniversary. 

 

‘Northumberland Sunset’, 

photograph by Pat Calder 

Wearable art by Lenna Broatch 

 

 

 

http://www.appleroutestudiotour.com
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After successfully running the tour for two years, the steering committee decided it was 

time to expand the geographic parameters a bit, and in so doing, chose a new name in 2019: the 

Apple Route Studio Tour. Further expansion was planned in 2020, with an eye to including 

artists from the entire eastern half of Northumberland County, from Grafton east to Brighton, and 

from Lakeport north to Hastings. A graphic designer was hired to create a new logo, and a 

website was created. Excitement reigned! And then Covid descended. 

 

On the Piano’, mixed media by Elizabeth Vercoe 

Necklace of rubber & pearls by Abigail Connell 

‘stand in fall’, acrylic & mixed media by Vera Litynsky 

 

Two years later, we find ourselves thinking that perhaps it may be possible to open our 

homes and studios to the public once again. By the time our steering committee was reforming, 

plans for the 2022 Northumberland Festival of the Arts were well underway, and we were 

delighted to be able to partner with NFOTA in highlighting the work of so many visual artists 

living and working in the eastern half of Northumberland County. 

  

Sunflower’, watercolour batik by Helen Van Poorten 

Cozy knitting at Old Mill Alpacas 
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At its best, a studio tour should combine the fun aspects of a gallery hop, a home & 

garden tour and a road rally, and this year’s Apple Route Studio Tour will not disappoint. A total 

of 28 juried artists in 22 locations will welcome guests into their studios, workshops, homes, and 

gardens. Some are exhibiting in historic buildings. These artists all live in small towns and rural 

settings. They work in an eclectic variety of mediums – drawings in ink and graphite, paintings 

in oil, watercolour, acrylic & encaustic, mixed media, jewelry, fabric, fibre, photography, clay 

and mosaics. Visitors will have the opportunity to chat with the creators, and to view and 

purchase one-of-a-kind works of art large and small. 

 

Mirror with hand-made tile surround by Lorelyn Morgan 

‘Yum’, oil on canvas by Mike Peech 

 

From Lakeport north to Hastings and from Wicklow east to Brighton, along the shore of 

Lake Ontario, through laden orchards, ripened fields and rolling hills – the variety of both the 

landscape and the art will astound you. We invite you to come visit and discover for yourself that 

visual art is very much alive and well in the eastern half of our county. The 2022 Apple Route 

Studio Tour will run on the middle weekend of NFOTA, September 24 & 25, from 10 – 4. Hope 

to see you then! 

 

‘Waiting for Spring’, oil by Holly 

Hurlburt 

Pen drawing by James Fenton 
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Periphery Art Gallery: 

by Felicia Massey 

The Periphery Art Gallery is a creation of local artist Dimitri Papatheodorou, who says the space 

is a way for him to “conceptualize and materialize” his art practice.   

The Periphery has taken many forms, from a studio to landscape space to a “Temple Mount” 

structure. 

“Periphery is physically and materially a place, away from the centre, but it is also a way of 

thinking of being in time and space,” said Papatheodorou in an interview with NFOTA’s Felicia 

Massey. 

The gallery features a number of 

artistic works and projects of various 

mediums. 

Periphery’s recent NFT project, 

Seeking the Periphery, follows a 

common theme in Papatheodorou’s 

works to “reject the centre.” 

“The original virtual exhibition 

was about image-based work that 

rejected the centre, and embraced the 

periphery.” 

The concept came about after an exhibition at The University of Toronto during the COVID-

19 pandemic. After seeing the idea broadly interpreted by a number of international artists, he 

chose to work on the concept with five masters’ architecture students, two of whom approached 

him with the idea of exploring NFTs.  

“… it was really the students that drove the NFT exploration - and about a year later we 

created an online gallery with ten established Canadian artists,” said Papatheodorou. 

“My pitch to these artists was to treat the NFT project as an experiment. The idea of the 

blockchain is extremely intriguing as a means of broadening each artist's unique practice, [and] 

connecting their mostly analogue work with the digital realm.” 

https://www.theperiphery.ca/
https://www.seekingtheperiphery.com/
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Papatheodorou and The Periphery also run a number of workshops that help to enhance the 

already-vibrant arts community here in Northumberland. 

*** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Visual artist, musician and architect Dimitri Papatheodorou speaks to NFOTA’s Shane Joseph 

about “Periphery,” his Warkworth home studio/gallery, architecture, painting, Northumberland 

County, and finding home in his identity as a gay man. 

  

“Just moving from Toronto to Warkworth, Northumberland County…is 

transformational. It transforms your inside through the outside. We can’t 

separate people from environment, or from society, as much as we try to 

be islands.” 
Dimitri Papatheodorou 
 

https://youtu.be/gBs_9KhBlvo
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Charles Funnell 

by Felicia Massey 

 

Charles Funnell is a silversmith and jeweller, whose works you can 

find proudly displayed at the Colborne Art Gallery. 

His three-dimensional designs and pieces work with a number of 

different materials to create wearable, “living” art. 

Funnell values learning new techniques and materials to further 

hone his craft.  

“Creatively, all I can do is push against my own boundaries and 

technical abilities, to constantly evolve, grow and interpret as an 

artist,” he says on his website Xude Designs. 

“I believe that the problem-solving process is also key to my 

growth as an artist. It is through this process that I create moments of 

clarity and resolution that all artists struggle for as creative beings.” 

Funnel is a board member for the Art Gallery of Northumberland. 

  

https://thecolborneartgallery.ca/charles-funnell-3/
https://www.xudedesigns.com/artist-statement.html
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Rosie Riviera Lopez 

by Felicia Massey 

 

Rosie Riviera-Lopez is an artist and teacher in Port Hope, where she moved with her husband in 

2020. 

She prefers painting water scenes/ landscapes with an array of techniques and styles, such as 

water colour. 

“Moving to Northumberland County gives me more landscapes and paintings by the water to 

discover,” said Riviera-Lopez to the NFOTA’s Cynthia Reyes. 

“I love Northumberland’s country and enjoy the miles and miles of open air.” 

She works at her craft with the support of her husband 

and two sons, and the inspiration of her relatives who have 

passed away.  

“Painting my loved ones allowed me to work through 

my grief. Painting is definitely a form of therapy for me.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

“The most challenging 
thing about painting is 
knowing when to stop.” 
Rosie Riviera-Lopez 

https://festivalofthearts.ca/northumberland-art-lovers-rosie-riviera-lopez-2/
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Jennifer Tefiak 

by Felicia Massey 

 

Jennifer Trefiak is a local First Nations artist who frequently incorporates her relationship to the land 

into her art pieces. 

Her “intuitive landscape” paintings are multidisciplinary and reflect her surroundings in the Colborne 

area. 

Growing up as a member of the Mississaugas of Alderville First Nation, Trefiak says she spent her 

childhood making art and exploring the outdoors on Lake Ontario. 

“I never felt like I fit in with other kids. But with nature I did. I was one of them. I was one with the 

trees and water,” she says on her website. 

“I ran around barefoot and climbed trees. I looked for wildlife in the wetlands and forests near my 

home. I spent endless summers at the beach. Here’s why I think the land speaks to me: we are all 

creatures of the earth. And because of humans, now is a time that nature doesn’t ‘fit in’.” 

One of her more recent artistic endeavours, The Soul Shine Series, is now available on her website. 

These paintings explore the theme of community through vibrant colours and dynamic landscapes.  

  

https://www.jennifertrefiak.com/
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Music Events 

Classical or contemporary, local musicians or stars of the international stage, NFOTA has 

something for everyone. 

Sept 16: Celebrating Resilience: Opening Ceremony (Cobourg) 

Enjoy performances by Ted Staunton and Friends, Marie-

Lynn Hammond, What Fun! and Jessica Outram as well as a 

Premier Public Screening of “Arcadia”, a multi-art genre 

story by Dimitri Papatheodorou, and a chance to visit two 

art exhibits at the AGN.  

 

Sept 18: The Colores (Warkworth) 

Enjoy classical music, cumbia (Latin rhythm) and rock in the same concert. 

Hosted by The Canadian Tapestry and Texture Centre in Warkworth, experience 

how music and storytelling entangle and unapologetically combine with Guns n 

Roses, Robert Schumann, Bizet, and Stephen Sondheim, among others. Tenor 

Fabián Arciniegas will share with you the journey that led him to make this 

musical soup! 

Sept 24: Postcards of Northumberland (Cobourg) 

Les Amis presents internationally acclaimed concert pianist 

Richard Herriott premiering his own composition, a specially 

commissioned piano suite, inspired by his impressions of 

Cobourg, Presqu’ile and points in between. David Shewchuk, 

violinist and Concertmaster of the Quinte Symphony brings the 

wizardry of Sarasate, the elegance of his signature compositions 

and energy of beloved Canadian fiddle tunes to the concert stage. Art Historian Evan McMurtry 

curates a collection of Northumberland images that set the mood for this extraordinary, multi-

media event. 
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Sept 23: At the Periphery (Warkworth) 

As part of the Warkworth gallery Hop, Dimitri Papatheodoro and 

his band will lead a performance of music and interpretive dance 

in harmony with sculpture and landscape at the Periphery Gallery 

outside Warkworth. 

 

Sept 25: An Afternoon of Mozart and Chopin with Rossina Grieco (Cobourg) 

Port Hope Friends of Music presents pianist Rossina 

Grieco who has studied piano since she was four years old 

and had her debut with the San Diego Symphony when she 

was eight years old. Rossina is the most recent recipient of 

the Ihnatowycz Prize in piano, one of the highest, and 

most prestigious awards offered in North America. Miss Grieco will play Mozart’s Sonata K333 

and Chopin’s 24 preludes in their entirety. A reception will be held after the concert. A 

wonderful opportunity to converse with Miss Grieco and other patrons. 

Oct 1: Together We Can: Music Across Generations (Cobourg) 

Local musician and singer, Shannon Linton, has brought together 14 artists for “Together We 

Can: Music across Generations.” This intergenerational concert celebrates all things musical in 

Northumberland County. From fiddles to choir, guitar to musical theatre, come witness the 

results of a week of collaboration and mentorship between paired local performers of all genres. 

Artists include: Hill & Landing; Sarah Lewis; Jessica Outram; Ted Staunton; The Abzolutely 

Choir; Saskia Tomkins; Shannon Linton, SONG and more! 
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Local Talent Spotlight – Music 

Shannon Linton 

“Art is the expression of something true. It is a sharing of something real that allows readers, 

listeners, and viewers to feel. Art is not the sacred territory of geniuses; it is beautifully mundane 

and available to everyone. Art makes us feel and that makes us more fully alive.” - Shannon 

Linton 

 

Shannon Linton, singer songwriter and climate 

activist, serves on NFOTA’s Program Committee. 

She is organizing an intergenerational concert 

based on the results of artistic mentoring in all 

aspects of art production.  

 Although the final production of Together 

We Can – Music Across Generations will 

celebrate all things musical in Northumberland County—from fiddles to choir, original songs to 

musical theatre and more, what you will really witness is the magic that happens when artists of 

one generation nurture the next generation of artists. You’ll witness the results of a week of 

collaboration and mentorship between paired local performers of all genres, including Hill & 

Landing; Ted Staunton; The Abzolutely Choir; Saskia Tomkins, SONG (Sounds of a New 

Generation) and Shannon herself. But equally, this concert will be the product of mentoring 

partnerships between young stage managers, and the experience of Jessica Outram as MC and 

her mentee, young Sarah Lewis. 

 Together We Can, running on October 1 at 7pm in Cobourg will show what an arts 

community can do to collaborate and inspire. 

 

More about Shannon 

Who you are? 

I am a singer-songwriter, music educator and climate activist. I am also the mother of two 

wonderful children. I was born and raised in Northumberland County, and am proud to live on 
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my fourth-generation family farm. I am also the co-founder of SONG (Sounds of the Next 

Generation) and through that program I direct children and youth choirs. 

 

Why do you believe in the Northumberland Festival of the Arts? 

I love music, literature and arts of every form, and more and more I believe our local arts 

community is world-class. I think artists and audiences can only benefit from more community 

connections, more collaboration, and more local arts events. I believe Northumberland Festival 

of the Arts will be a wonderful chance for attendees to discover new artists, indulge in their 

favourites, and connect with the passions and emotions that are the lifeblood of our community. 

 

What are your roots or groups – connections in the community? 

My family and childhood friend roots in this community are deep, and I feel so connected and 

supported because of that. The groups I love being part of are SONG, the Safe Harbour chamber 

choir, and my recreational hockey and baseball teams. I also love volunteering with the Cultivate 

Festival and Blue Dot Northumberland. 

 

Any passions and talents you want to share? 

I discovered my love of music and singing very young, and I am lucky enough to now call it my 

career. Through singing in choir and writing and performing my own music, I get to spend my 

time immersed in beauty. (You can listen to my songs at https://shannonlinton.bandcamp.com.) I 

am also extremely passionate about the climate and doing the work to make significant positive 

changes in the way our society treads on the earth. 

You Tube link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tElEf1S-Sk 

 

  

https://shannonlinton.bandcamp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tElEf1S-Sk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tElEf1S-Sk
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Fabian Arciniegas 

by Felicia Massey 

 

Fabián Arciniegas is a Colombian-Canadian 

singer-actor who specializes in vocal coaching 

and lessons. 

 

Offering vocal sessions of various lengths and 

prices, Arciniegas says he “… specialize(s) in 

working with aspiring and professional singers 

who are interested in mastering their craft.” 

 

He also offers group sessions and workshops. 

 

Arciniegas has successfully toured Canada and internationally as part of Crossing Borders with 

soprano Maureen Batt and pianist Claire Harris, featuring living Latin American and North 

American composers. 

 

On the upcoming NFOTA Festival, Arciniegas told Donna Wootton that “[the Festival of the 

Arts] would be a great opportunity to show all the people that are new to the area that there’s this 

vibrant artists’ community.”  

 

 

https://youtu.be/J1uknLBjVuM 

 

  

https://www.fabianarciniegas.com/
https://youtu.be/J1uknLBjVuM
https://youtu.be/J1uknLBjVuM
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Literary Events 

For lovers of stories and poetry, NFOTA has literary events with local and regional authors 

and a visit from our National and Provincial Poet Laureates 

Sept 17: WOW! Words on a Wire: multi-media poetry event (Cobourg) 

Words on a Wire! … Poets on a Stage! … a multi-media poetry 

performance featuring our national, provincial and Northumberland 

poet laureates, along with other award-winning and local poets 

coming together to embrace the lyric, massage the metaphor, and 

suffuse the surreal with jaw-dropping virtuosity. Whether you’re a 

lover of language or a fan of the broken line, come find out for yourself how words are worth a 

thousand pics. Poets will be available after the performance to sign their books. 

Sept 17: Parade of Poetriots (Cobourg) 

The glorious imagine nation of the Peoples Republic of Poetry 

has created a Picnic Table Anthology: poems embedded in the 

table top. The anthology will be displayed in front of Victoria 

Hall during Words On a Wire and then loaded onto a flatbed 

truck and paraded though the downtown to be gifted to the 

bookstore, Let’s Talk Books, where the Cobourg Town Crier will make a cry on delivery. 

Sept 21: Celebrating Resilience: Fall Reading Series 1 (Cobourg) 

 

Outdoors on the back patio of Let’s Talk Books Independent Bookstore, 

relax and listen to local and other authors read from their latest books. 

Readers include Vickie Delany, Canada’s “one-woman-crime wave” 

reading from her latest novel. Vicki is the bestselling author of over 50 

mystery novels 

Readers will be available afterwards to chat and sign their books 
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Sept 28: Indigenous Authors: Fall Reading Series 2 (Cobourg) 

With National Day of Truth and Reconciliation just days away, join 

independent book store, Let’s Talk Books on the patio, for the second reading 

series during the festival, this time to hear from Indigenous Writers. 

 

 

 

Sept 24 & 25: NFOTA Book Fair (Port Hope) 

Family friendly CULTIVATE Festival at Haute Goat Farm on the 

weekend of Sept 24 & 25, welcomes the NFOTA Book Fair as a 

participant, partly sponsored by Spirit of the Hills.  Popular children’s 

authors will entertain the kids at regular “Storytime” sessions so 

parents can browse the book tables laden with books of all genres and 

do some early holiday shopping. 

Sept 27: Graphic Novel Kids Event (Port Hope) 

 

Author Ted Staunton and illustrator Josh Rosen will take kids into the world 

of creating a graphic novel and share some stories too. Kids can ask 

questions and participate in a hands-on graphic novel activity. 
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Sept 29: Blue Denim Press Authors Night (Cobourg) 

 

                                                                                

Refreshment in hand, join Blue Denim Press authors at The Mill for an evening of discussions on 

literature and readings from recently launched books. Learn about how authors coped and 

succeeded to create and publish their work during pandemic times. 

 

 

Oct 1: Hill Spirits V Anthology Launch (Cobourg) 

 

Showcasing 36 local and regional writers and poets, Spirit of the Hills Arts Association and Blue 

Denim Press present the launch of Hills Spirits V Anthology . Ticket purchase includes a copy of 

the book. Be entertained with selected readings, and mix and mingle with the writers. 
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Local talent Spotlight - Literature 

 

by Felicia Massey 

Blue Denim Press, a publishing company in Northumberland County, offers a number of writing/ 

editing services, including proofreading, manuscript editing, cover design and more on top of the 

trade published works they produce each year. 

Owner and founder Shane Joseph has been publishing through Blue Denim in the Cobourg 

community since 2011. In collaboration with Canadian writers and local writing groups, such as 

the Spirit of the Hills Writers and NFOTA, Blue Denim publishes four works per year.  

Joseph stresses the importance of community amongst the Blue Denim authors and through 

the arts in Northumberland. Speaking with Elizabeth Hammond, he said that The NFOTA’s 

upcoming Celebrating Resilience Festival is a great tool to bring the arts community together. 

“The arts - painting, dance, poetry, fiction - are often fragmented into small groups, official 

and unofficial, and the Festival is a place to bring together creators from different disciplines in 

Northumberland County and beyond to showcase themselves. New authors, particularly those 

who are older, get a chance to promote their work, and readers have a chance to discover them.” 

Blue Denim Press will launch three new novels at the Festival at a special evening on Sep 

29th at the Mill Restaurant in Cobourg, and launch the anthology Hill Spirits V at Victoria Hall, 

Cobourg on Oct 1st.  

  

http://www.bluedenimpress.com/
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Jessica Outram – Poet Laureate 

by Felicia Massey 

 

Jessica Outram is Cobourg’s Poet Laureate. The Métis 

educator and poet is the Principal of Indigenous Education for 

the Kawartha Pine Ridge District School Board while she 

writes and runs Creativity Coaching Canada. Outram is also 

the host of The Hummingbird Podcast, as well as the author of 

a number of books. 

 

Having lived in Cobourg for over ten years, and working with 

both SONG, the NFOTA and other groups, she remains a 

well-known poet in the arts community. 

 

Outram’s most recent poetry book, “The Thing with Feathers”, came out in April 2022. Her 

upcoming children’s book, Bernice and the Georgian Bay Gold, is set to publish through Second 

Story Press. 

 

“Art in any form from music to poetry to sculpture invites us to look at ourselves or the world 

around us in a new way. It can move us to nostalgia or to laughter or to debate. Art is a great 

healer.”  

  

https://www.sunshineinajar.com/
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WOW - Words on a Wire and Why Poetry? 

by Kate Rogers 

I am happy to be one of several volunteers supporting the Words on a Wire poetry event at the 

NFOTA. We are thrilled to welcome Louise Bernice Halfe Sky Dancer, Canada’s Parliamentary 

Poet Laureate; Randall Adje, Ontario’s Poet Laureate and Jessica Outram, Cobourg’s Poet 

Laureate, along with a selection of local poets and the music of Marie-Lynn Hammond, who is a 

poet herself. 

Poetry declares, I am here! During the pandemic the very act of writing poetry has been a 

form of resilience—the theme of the 2022 Northumberland Festival of the Arts  

 

Words on a Wire! … Poets on a Stage! … a multi-media poetry performance featuring our 

national, provincial and Northumberland poets laureate, along with other award-winning and 

local poets coming together to embrace the lyric, massage the metaphor, and suffuse the surreal 

with jaw-dropping virtuosity. Whether you’re a lover of 

language or a fan of the broken line, come find out for 

yourself how words are worth a thousand pics. Poets 

will be available after the performance to sign their 

books. 

 

Sponsored by Horizon Plastics, The League of Canadian Poets and 

private donation, this program of poetry, music, and video takes place on 

September 17, 2022 at 2pm. This event is paired with a workshop from 

the popular Toronto spoken-word poet Dane Swan in the morning and the 

Parade of Poetriots after the show that will see a picnic table anthology 

delivered to the local independent book store (Project by Wally Keeler).  
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Why Poetry? 

I invited Jessica Outram and other local poets to contribute a favourite line or two from a poem 

written during the pandemic and to answer the question, Why Poetry? Here are their responses: 

 

Jessica Outram, Cobourg Poet Laureate 

Favourite line from a poem I wrote during the pandemic in its early days: 

eye to eye she understands a story of transformation 

the gifts of seeing, the knowing of living 

Why poetry? 

To better understand my story and how it fits in the greater story of being 

human. 

 

Gwynn Scheltema, NFOTA President 

Favourite line/s: from the poem “Cliff Crying” written Spring 2021 

hollow-swallowing shadows inch from the cliff face 

frenzied seabirds caw a raucous requiem 

Why poetry? 

I write poetry to capture the moments too small for prose and respond to 

the issues too big to ignore. Plus, I love a good wallow in words. 

 

Katie Hoogendam 

Lines from “Gratitude” by Katie Hoogendam, written 2020: 

Does it seem like everyone is dying?/It does./And then you realize 

what a holy miracle/your grandmother’s one hundredth birthday 

was. 

Why poetry? 

I write poetry because it is the format most conducive to drawing both writer and reader’s 

attention close, microscopically close. Every detail–every word, every sound, every space, every 

punctuation mark–is intentional. Every tiny thing matters. In a world full of noise and thunder, 

poems are a refuge, a place where reader and poet both are allowed to indulge in the decadence 

of detail. It is a rare and fertile space indeed.  
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Marie-Lynn Hammond 

Wow — it’s hard to find one “favourite” line that makes 

any sense out of context! So, here’s a sentence from a 

poem called “Remembering.”  

[The earth] remembers you are the tumult of hooves 

tattooing thunder on the shining plains… 

Why poetry? 

I’m primarily a songwriter, but with both lyric writing 

and poetry, I love the alchemy of words, how phrases and images can arise unbidden and 

combine to surprise, move, delight and transform. During the pandemic I’ve written more poetry 

than songs, because I’ve spent a lot of time in nature, and my complicated thoughts on humans’ 

often dire connection to the natural world tend not to fit a song’s concise pattern. 

 

Antony Di Nardo 

My favorite lines from a Pandemic Poem: 

I yearn for the day Amazon will return all the money I’ve given them 

(no amount of blushing will change what they owe me) 

        From my poem, “Thoughts Robust While Sitting Out the 

Pandemic of ‘21” 

Why poetry?  

Because it’s only poetry that gives me lines like these. I’ve tried with a 

paint brush, I’ve played with clay, I once had a guitar, but the lines 

never came out right. Words have a knack for being elastic. They also love to tell the truth, or 

they’ll have you lying through your teeth. If you find the right ones to place in the right order, 

words can put into the world something that was never there before. They’re that creative! Like 

the first line from my poem: I yearn for the day Amazon will return all the money I’ve given 

them. That’s such a loaded line. It tells a story, it creates an image, it suggests a voice, and it’s 

completely surreal, even absurd, because it describes something that will never happen in reality. 

And that’s why I write poetry, because it can filter reality through so many lenses and with just a 

few lines.  
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mia burrus 

Favourite lines from a pandemic poem: 

Moon to Mila’s sun, soft autumn mist 

to her sweet summer dew, Elsie brings gifts from beyond, 

brings the beyond itself, 

Why poetry? 

For my granddaughters! 

 

Kate Rogers 

Favourite lines written during the pandemic from my poem “The Nose-ring Girl”: 

In front of Tim Hortons / most days with her supermarket / shopping cart. Two pyrite rings / 

in each nostril. /Her age— / Seventeen? Nineteen? /She stretches out her skinny hand, / palm 

cupped, for coins. / Her sleeve rides up, a bracelet of scars /binding her wrist. 

Why poetry?  

My personal poetics often follow Margaret Atwood’s idea of 

poetry as “condensed emotion.” During my last ten years 

teaching tertiary level language-through-literature in Hong 

Kong I taught poetry of dissent to help my students express 

themselves during the tumultuous days of the protests. As a 

long-time resident of Hong Kong I wrote a lot of poetry of 

witness during the protests. Nowadays I often write about what I notice as a recently returned 

Canadian. Just before the pandemic began, we moved to Toronto to the downtown condo we 

owned there. During the first winter of the pandemic homeless people in the area were struggling 

to survive even more than usual. I was moved to write about what was happening to them just 

outside our front door.  
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Ronald Mackay - Writer 

by Felicia Massey 

Ronald Mackay is a writer whose work spans 

many mediums. His memoirs, anthologies, and 

monologues tie his rich and diverse past to his 

present-day knowledge and hindsight, offering 

anecdotes and solutions to puzzling problems 

from his past. 

“I take a memory and I try to make sense of it 

in the light of who I am and what I know today.” 

Drawing “from eight decades of life experience”, Mackay is able to resolve or better 

understand the experiences from the past through his story telling.  

Since retiring from a 40-year career as a development project specialist that took him all over 

the world, Mackay’s memoir and story writing keeps him occupied where he now resides in Rice 

Lake, Ontario with his wife. 

He has published multiple memoirs, including one in Spanish. In Fortunate Isle: A Memoir 

of Tenerife (2017), Mackay details his journeys as an 18-year-old boy in Las Palmas in 1960. 

Adventure, work and companionship are key themes in this story. 

  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fNo0s43gwyU
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Wally Keeler - Poet 

“Trucks and dolls and Lego blocks are our 

very first metaphors, our substitutes for 

making real (or “realer”) our understanding 

of the world around us,” says The 

Poetician, Wally Keeler. 

“In a poet’s mind there can be a 

new world order and it appears on paper and on the sides of transport trucks and as manifestos 

and in gleeful fabrications like ‘wire taps’ that serve no purpose but to confront and re-imagine. 

Metaphor: to cross over and go beyond where no one has gone before. Poetry can do that and 

never hurt a fly.” 

Self-described as “a poemiscuous, a textremist, and with 

the objective of the policy of Poetry Proliferation to defeat 

mediocrity,” Keeler can often be seen on the streets of Cobourg, 

bringing attention to social and political issues through word play, 

as in this picture of poets, led by Wally Keeler, sanitizing the streets 

of Cobourg suspected of being in infected by mediocre poetry. 

As part of NFOTA, Keeler, in the playful style of the 

glorious imagine nation of the Peoples Republic of Poetry, has 

created a Picnic Table Anthology with poems composed by poets laureate from Cobourg, and 

Brighton, the Parliamentary Poet Laureate of Canada and many others. The poems will be etched 

in the table top. The anthology will be displayed in front of Victoria Hall where “Words on a 

Wire” is being held. The picnic table will then be loaded onto a flatbed truck and paraded 

through the downtown to be gifted to the bookstore, Let’s Talk Books, where the Cobourg Town 

Crier will make a cry on delivery 
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Our Pandemic Times: A Journal in Times of Pandemic and Lockdown: 

 

This journal, edited by Felicity Sidnell Reid and Kim Aubrey 

included the work of thirty-three NFOTA contributors. Seventy-

seven illustrations and ninety pieces of writing (stories, essays, 

rants and poetry) were included in this full-colour book. 

The journal began as a blog for Northumberland writers 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, helping them to stay connected 

through art and stories.  

“Our Pandemic Times provides a record of what we did, what 

we wrote, what we felt, and how we rose to the challenges of this 

uncertain year,” said Blue Denim Press,  publisher of the journal. 

“We were in and out of lockdowns. We experienced personal 

difficulties related to health, finances, and the stresses of working from home, on the frontlines in 

the community, or from not having work at all.” 

 

Click on the following links to view interviews and reading with the various contributors to 

Our Pandemic Times: 

https://youtu.be/BHz78k6vi1g Poet’s session 

  

https://youtu.be/RUGIeoDaqYY Prose session 

   

 

  

https://bluedenimpress.com/books/nfota-contributors/
https://youtu.be/BHz78k6vi1g
https://youtu.be/RUGIeoDaqYY
https://www.amazon.ca/Our-Pandemic-Times-Journal-Lockdown-ebook/dp/B095R3Z723/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1PY3JM47ANV4D&keywords=our+pandemic+times&qid=1653927346&sprefix=our+pandemic+times%2Caps%2C75&sr=8-2
https://youtu.be/BHz78k6vi1g
https://youtu.be/RUGIeoDaqYY
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Drama & Film and Events 

All the world’s a stage and NFOTA players are here to entertain you, with plays, dinner 

theatre and film screenings. 

Sept 17, 23 & Oct 1: Fantastic & Fantastical (Brighton, Warkworth & Cobourg) 

The Community Drama Project Committee present a fantastical 

night of original one-act plays featuring spirits, secrets and 

even a ghost or two. Selected from 18 local writer submissions. 

these plays will be premiered as staged readings featuring local 

performers. They are sure to entertain you and make you laugh and you may even learn a thing 

or two about local history. Don’t miss NFOTA’s performances of “Screwed”, “Nail Polish” and 

“Wind on Weller’s Bay” in Brighton, Warkworth and Cobourg. 

Sept 29: Dining with the Dead (Cobourg) 

Cobourg Museum brings back to life characters from Cobourg’s 

past. This original play is being combined with a delicious dinner 

served in the brand-new Legion Hall dining room next door. Half 

history, half comedy and with a touch of wisdom, this unique 

production brings you face to face with some of the most heinous, 

heroic and high-flying personages you might ever want to meet, or not! 

Sept 18: Saving Monarchs (Presqu’ile Park, Brighton) 

Film Access Northumberland (FAN) has partnered with NFOTA to put on 

a film and ecology event for children and their parents at Presqu’ile Park. 

FAN will screen Nick de Pencier’s award winning National Film Board 

film “Four Wings and a Prayer.” And NFOTA welcomes 8-year-old 

Morgan Mansfield of Morgan’s Monarchs and a Butterflyway Ranger with 

the David Suzuki Foundation’s Butterflyway Project. Kids can find out 

how Morgan rescues caterpillars and releases the emerged monarch 

butterflies and how kids can make a difference. Edward Hagedorn, artist and retired expressive 

arts therapist, will offer a hands-on themed workshop for children after the presentation.  
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Local Spotlight – Drama & Film 

 

by Jessica Outram and Felicity Sidnell Reid 

This event features three new one-act plays by local playwrights, to be presented as staged 

readings during the Festival featuring local performers. To give audiences a chance to see these 

plays close to home, all three plays will be presented on three different days in three different 

venues: 

• September 17, 7:00 PM at Trinity St Andrew’s United Church in Brighton 

• September 23, 7:00 PM at St Paul’s United in Warkworth 

• October 2, 2:00 PM in Victoria Hall, Cobourg. 

Eighteen local playwrights submitted scripts, and an independent group with long and varied 

experience of community theatre collaborated with our directors, Matt Blundell and Kate Shuker, 

to read, discuss and come to consensus on building the programme. 

The NFOTA Drama Project Committee is delighted to congratulate Donald J Anderson 

for his play Screwed, Christopher Cameron for Nail Polish and Karen Palmer for Wind on 

Weller’s Bay. 

 

2017 Performance of Marie 

Lynn Hammond’s Beautiful 

Deeds/De Beaux Gestes 
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Meet the Playwrights 

Donald J Anderson is a retired resident of the village of Trent River 

living on a wooded property on the shores of Lake Seymour. Locally 

he’s known (euphemistically) as that miserable old coot who cuts his 

grass at 9 AM on Sunday mornings. He’s a graduate of Queen’s 

University with a degree in English literature. He has a love for 

humour of all kinds, from Chaucer to Monty Python, and is also a 

wood carver, cartoonist and composer of questionable campfire songs 

for the grandchildren when they visit. These, they often share with 

school friends, resulting in sharply-worded notes home to the parents. 

 

Christopher Cameron enjoyed a long and successful career as a 

professional opera singer, performing on stages across Canada 

and abroad and retiring in 2009. Ten years ago, he began a new 

career as a freelance writer and copy editor. As editor 

of Watershed magazine and co-host of Word on the Hills, 

Christopher spends most of his days immersed in stories of the 

people, places, and events of Northumberland County. 

Christopher’s memoir of his singing years, Dr. Bartolo’s 

Umbrella (Seraphim Editions), was published in 2017. His second book, Thorneside Stories, will 

be published in 2022. Nail Polish is his first play. 

 

Karen Palmer is the author of Spellbound: Inside West 

Africa’s Witch Camps. Her journalism has appeared in 

the Toronto Star, Washington Times, Sydney Morning 

Herald and South China Morning Post. Her fiction has 

appeared in Don’t Honk Twice: A Prince Edward County 

Anthology and the Dalhousie Review. She lives in Hillier, 

Prince Edward County.  

  

https://watershedmagazine.com/
https://wordonthehills.com/
https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/dr-bartolos-umbrella-and-other/9781927079461-item.html
https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/dr-bartolos-umbrella-and-other/9781927079461-item.html
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FAN - Film Access Northumberland 

NFOTA is pleased to partner with Film Access Northumberland (FAN) to present two events—

one in June at the Eye2Eye Festival and one during NFOTA on Sunday September 18—“Saving 

Monarchs”— a film and ecology event for children and their parents at Presqu’ile Park. 

FAN will screen Nick de Pencier’s award winning National Film 

Board film “Four Wings and a Prayer.” And NFOTA welcomes 8-

year-old Morgan Mansfield of Morgan’s Monarchs and a Butterflyway 

Ranger with the David Suzuki Foundation’s Butterflyway Project. 

Kids can find out how Morgan rescues caterpillars and releases the 

emerged monarch butterflies and how kids can make a difference. 

Edward Hagedorn, artist and retired expressive arts therapist, will offer 

a hands-on themed workshop for children after the presentations. 

FAN is a charity organization that puts on film events and seminars in the community to 

showcase the diversity in Canadian films and filmmaking. FAN showcases visual art in the form 

of film, video, digital production, and/or animation while providing the artists with tools through 

mentorships, financial assistance and facility usage to “enabling artists to produce their artistic 

works”. 

Well-known FAN projects include their annual 

Eye2Eye International Film Festival, presenting 

screen-based works from Canadian and local 

filmmakers, as well as supporting the Emerging 

Talent Showcase for amateur filmmakers enrolled in 

local film, television, digital, and animation programs 

to present their works to the public.  

Film Access Northumberland’s Student Award and Mentor Programs offer financial support 

for post-secondary students in their film education, and match these up-and-coming artists with 

mentors in the industry and the award-winning entry in 2022 will be screened at NFOTA’s 

award luncheon on Oct 2.  

  

http://www.filmaccessnorthumberland.com/
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Learning & Creative Opportunities 

NFOTA offers workshops, discussions on art and culture and opportunities just indulge in 

creative time. Beginner or experienced artists, or art lover, there’s something here for you. 

Sept 17: Writing Our Shadows with Dane Swan (Cobourg) 

 

We all have that one poem, short story or subplot we’re uncomfortable with 

writing. Perhaps you find some subjects intimidating or scary, or you’re 

writing about an incident that has scarred you. Join me, Dane Swan, spoken 

word artist, musician and author as I share a few simple tools and 

methodologies I’ve developed to successfully face these difficult situations in my own writing. 

Sept 19: Root, Leaf, Flower & Fruit: Free Yourself Creatively with Sue Reynolds (Grafton) 

 

Creativity of every sort requires risk, but engaging with that risk can give voice 

and form to our deepest needs and imaginings. No special conditions are required 

to create. Sue Reynolds, writer, teacher and psychotherapist, will connect you 

with your creative source and spontaneous intuition, and rekindle a playful, 

experimental approach for beginning new work. 

Sept 19: Ephemeral Art – Panel Discussion (Grafton) 

 

Meet four artists who create art and then trust it to the winds of change, 

perhaps trusting it to nature to shape and nurture or possibly destroy. 

Perhaps deliberately creating and taking apart as a reminder of the 

impermanence of all things. Meet and hear from Sheniz Janmohamed, a 

poet, mandala maker and sand artist; Wally Keeler, a poet who creates in 

public spaces and uses poetry as a medium for awreness and change; 

Dimitri Papatheodoro, an architect and sculptor of landscape installations and Sophie Anne 

Edwards, an environmental artist and geopoet who practices field installations 
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Sept 19: Inner Garden: Nature Mandalas with Sheniz Janmahomed (Grafton) 

 

In this reflective workshop, you will be led into the garden to take in 

the colours, sounds, scents and textures of the surroundings. Sheniz 

Janmahomed, sand artist and poet will lead you into drawing on your 

senses and reflecting on your own creative journey. After collecting 

natural materials Sheniz will lead you in creating your own “inner 

garden” mandalas. After creating individual mandalas, participants will 

be encouraged to create pathways of connection between each other’s 

mandalas—creating an intricate garden within the garden. 

Sept 19: A Day of Creativity at the Canning Factory (Grafton) 

 

Treat yourself to a full day of creativity and stimulating discussion. 

Sign up for both Sept 19 workshops in Grafton led by Sue Reynolds 

and Sheniz Janmohamed, and NFOTA will treat you to a free boxed 

picnic lunch from Lass & Ladle Cafe while you listen to the panel 

discussion on Ephemeral Art. 

 

Sept 20: Wonderful Wax with Heather Roy (Colborne) 

 

Encaustic painting is full of surprises! When the paint, made of 

beeswax, damar resin and pigment, is applied on a heated surface, 

unexpected and glorious things happen. For those trying painting 

for the first time, or the seasoned painter, encaustic is an adventure 

where colour and texture yield unique effects. Join artist Heather Roy and take away a beautiful 

circular painting that needs no drying time. 
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Sept 20: Covers for Comfort: Sewing for the Community (Colborne) 

 

Join the ladies of Salem Valley Quilters and be part of their newest 

project for local charities. The project is making 450 Christmas gift 

bags for local charities. 200 are made. Join us and try your hand at 

sewing. All equipment and materials supplied. No experience 

necessary 

  

Sept 22: Woods, Water & Words: writing from the landscape with Gwynn Scheltema 

(Trent River) 

A day of landscape inspired writing activities to get you writing. Join poet 

and fiction writer, Gwynn Scheltema at “Glentula” on Lake Seymour. 

We’ll draw inspiration from the woods, the wandering garden paths, the 

lake and streams as well as the energy of writing in a community of other 

writers. The day will be a mix of group-led writing exercises, situation-

themed writing prompts and time to write, share and reflect. (lunch is included) 

 

Sept 21: Plotting a Mystery Novel with Vicki Delany (Brighton) 

You have a fabulous idea for a book. Well done. Now, you have to turn that 

idea into 80,000 – 100,000 words of intrigue, suspense, adventure, maybe a 

bit of romance, and some humour. And drop clues along the way. But not 

too many clues!  

Vicki Delany will lead this workshop designed to unravel the mystery of 

plotting a crime novel – how to keep the story moving, the characters 

interesting, and the readers reading. Time is available after the workshop to purchase books, get 

them signed and chat with the author.  
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Sept 23: Memoir: A Gift in Words & Pictures with Cynthia Reyes & Carol Shaw 

(Warkworth) 

 

Come ready to roll up your sleeves, learn the elements of memoir-writing 

through practical exercises from author and memoirist Cynthia Reyes. 

Doing practical exercises, exploring examples and your own life as 

inspiration, you will gain ideas and tools to produce your memoir. 

Whether it’s a literary memoir or storytelling with words and pictures, 

you’ll find empowerment and helpful tips. 

 

Sept 23: Fall Inspiration with Ixchel Suarez (Warkworth) 

 

Nestled among the vineyards, join multi-genre artist Ixchel Suarez for an 

afternoon of painting, a fun and creative way to socialize and create a 

wonderful acrylic painting inspired by the Fall. No experience necessary. 

Our instructors will guide you step by step, and you will take home a 

piece of Art! 

Sept 26: Bounce Back: Creating Resilience from Adversity with Reva Nelson (Port Hope) 

 

We all face tough times—some more than others. In this workshop we 

will learn the skills to become more resilient, and also how to help others 

through their struggles. There will be time to interact and share, but only 

as much is comfortable. A resilient person is able to bounce back and 

emerge strengthened. Some examples, some humour and some insights 

are in store for you. Reva Nelson has led workshops on Resilience for over 20 years across 

Canada. 
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Sept 27: Self-Publishing Basics with Jennifer Bogart (Cobourg) 

Learn how to self-publish your work, whether it is fiction, memoir, or children’s 

literature, without breaking the bank. Jennifer Bogart, publisher, writer and 

independent book store owner, will also provide an exclusive self-publishing 

guide for you to take home. 

Sept 29: The Art of Restoration with Julie Henry (Alderville Black Oak Savanna Site) 

Join Julie Henry on a tour of The Alderville Black Oak Savanna a jewel of 

the Rice Lake Plains where for 23 years the organization has been restoring 

rare native plant communities, and transforming the Alderville Black Oak 

Savanna into a thriving grassland restoration, education and research site. 

The Alderville Black Oak Savanna now plays a key role in the future grassland restoration of this 

region by acting as a local source for native plants and seed. Learn about the practice of 

ecological restoration and the convergence of traditional and western stewardship. 

Sept 29: Sounding the Drum & Raising Our Voices: Progress in Truth & Reconciliation 

with Elder Melody Crowe (Castleton) 

 Resilience, Revitalization & Reconciliation - Indigenous voices have always 

been here, telling our stories, singing our songs, being a voice that speaks up 

for the land, for the water, for our children, & for those generations yet to 

come. The Indigenous voice has always had to speak up to issues that have 

been placed upon our shoulders to carry forward from one generation to 

another. We have been speaking up for a lifetime to a history that oppressed & 

did everything in its power to silence our beautiful voices, a history that attacked Indigenous 

languages, culture & identity. Yet our voices have always been here, resilient & strong.  

In this workshop, Melody will speak to the importance of Indigenous voice, of storytelling, the 

importance of her Ancestral language & how the gift of Art plays an integral role in the process 

of reclamation & reconciliation. She will share some of her own personal writings and stories 

and engage participants in this discussion.  
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Local Talent Spotlight – Workshops 

Melody Crowe 

NFOTA’s Felicity Sidnell Reid video interviews Melody 

Crowe, elder of the Alderville First Nation, artist, educator, 

change-maker, and dedicated preserver of Ojibway culture. 

https://youtu.be/wLIlfxDDLb8 

 

Whenever I teach indigenous people–our own people–the 

language, I see it as a relearning. I always feel like that 

language is there. It just needs to be able to be relearned.-  

 

Melody Crowe is an elder of Alderville First Nation and has lived in that community all her 

life.  She earned her Honours BA in Indigenous Studies at Trent University. She was awarded 

both the ‘Joyce Moonias and ‘K.E. Kidd’ Memorial Awards. In 2007 she received a Lifetime 

Achievement Award for the preservation of Language and Culture from the Union of Ontario 

Indians. And she is the recipient of many other awards over the course of her career. 

Melody has worked tirelessly for the preservation of Ojibway culture and language for 

more than 25 years and she’s currently First Nations Education Liaison for the Kawartha Pine 

Ridge District School Board. She also acted as a juror for the James Bartelman Aboriginal Youth 

Creative Writing Awards. Through her company Aandeg Productions, Melody has produced a 

variety of materials dedicated to creating a deeper understanding and appreciation of First Nation 

culture, knowledge, language and wisdom. She has published a number of books for young 

readers who are learning Ojibwe. 

 

“There are so many stories that need to be told, so many voices that need to be heard, and art 

allows that expression…and it’s filled with so much beauty, so much richness, and it gives so 

much to all of us. And I see it as something that really connects us when we see art and feel that 

art whatever form it comes in.”–Melody Crowe  

https://youtu.be/wLIlfxDDLb8
https://youtu.be/wLIlfxDDLb8
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Cynthia Reyes 

by Felicia Massey 

Cynthia Reyes is an NFOTA contributor, writer, and a former journalist with a background in 

television. She will be facilitating a memoir workshop with fellow memoirist Carol Shaw, 

entitled “A Gift in Words and Pictures.”  

 Cynthia Reyes fondly recalls her time 

spent working as an executive producer of 

children’s T.V. shows: “I loved this work. It 

allowed me to be creative - to go to work 

each day and think like a child is a wondrous 

experience. To design every show from 

scratch, and to roll up my sleeves and work with the team, writing, directing, etc., — wow!” 

As a young CBC journalist at the time, Reyes speaks of the importance of taking risks and 

being open to criticism in your work: “I had great bosses who took chances on a relatively 

inexperienced executive producer, and colleagues who mentored and guided me. I thank them 

for it, for I was a rarity at those levels of network television: a young Black woman. I think they 

saw something in me that I was too busy to notice. Today I would call it fearlessness, vision, 

passion, and an understanding that almost everything I did depended on nurturing my teams to 

grasp the vision and work hard toward it.” 

Her journalism background has aided in her creative writing in more ways than one: “The 

research. The rigorous fact-checking. The hunt for typos!” 

Reyes is currently working on another children’s project; her children’s book series Myrtle 

the Purple Turtle, as she helps care for her young granddaughter. “… whether [you’re] a 

television journalist, executive producer or author, you have to seek out the characters and scenes 

that will tell the story best, and make sure the script is as effective as possible. So, while some 

obsessive habits remain, the creative spirit is always at work.” 

Reyes sees stories in the art around her. “[Art is] a ‘story’ in any medium that someone needs 

to tell, and that I have the privilege of enjoying. When I see, hear, read, or experience a work of 

art, I always wonder: ‘What's the story this artist is telling?’” 

“The wealth of artistic talent in this county is astounding. No wonder we have to hold a 

Northumberland Festival of the Arts!” 

https://cynthiasreyes.com/
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It Takes a Village…Sponsors 

 

So many artists and art organizations have historically done great things in artistic silos in 

Northumberland County. NFOTA wanted to collaborate and create a synergy so we can all 

benefit from pooled efforts and rise on the same tide. We are proud to partner and collaborate 

with galleries, art clubs, art businesses, libraries, choirs, musicians, singers, visual artists, writers, 

poets, dramatists and film makers.  

Support from these organizations, businesses, service organizations, municipalities, 

government agencies and individuals ensures that NFOTA can build on the success of our last 

two festivals and continue to celebrate and showcase art and artists. 

Many artists and facilitators are also donating their time and talent or performing at 

reduced fees to help make NFOTA happen. As they say, “It takes a village…” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please support our supporters. Click on their logos to find out more about each one. 

(Links are correct at time of going to press)  

https://www.creativitycoaching.ca/
https://www.appleroutestudiotour.com/
https://www.artgalleryofnorthumberland.ca/
http://www.bluedenimpress.com
https://www.cameco.com/
https://www.cobourgmuseum.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/canadiantapestrycentre/
https://cultivatefestival.ca/
https://issuu.com/richardgrove1/stacks/bc11ecdd1e7646c4b1fac2bb7aef11ef
http://www.filmaccessnorthumberland.com/
https://www.friendsofmusicontario.ca/
https://grapevinemagazine.ca/
https://www.lesamisconcerts.org/
https://letstalkbooks.ca/
https://poets.ca/
https://canadacouncil.ca/
https://www.cramahe.ca/en/index.aspx
http://www.horizonplastics.ca/
https://spiritofthehills.org/
https://thecolborneartgallery.ca/
https://www.cobourg.ca/en/index.aspx
https://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/
https://www.oakheightsartgallery.com/
https://writescape.ca/site/
https://diversipro.com/
https://aldervillesavanna.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/MorgansMonarchs
https://watershedmagazine.com/
https://www.ontarioparks.com/park/presquile
https://www.arts.on.ca/
https://porthoperotary.com/
http://www.smmlaw.com/
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Local Spotlight – Artistic Partners & Sponsors 

 

Colborne Art Gallery 

The Colborne Art Gallery “is an artist-run co-operative dedicated to 

building awareness of and accessibility to contemporary visual art as 

practiced by our members and guest artists.” 

Founded in 1997, the gallery runs on community involvement 

through local artists and sponsors.  

The gallery is located in a historical Colborne building at 51 King 

St E. 

The Gallery will host a painting workshop “Wonderful Wax” with Heather Roy on 

September 20, and also exhibit the 9th Annual Juried Art Show during the entire run of the 

festival. 

Oak Heights Gallery and The Canadian Tapestry Centre 

“Art is the way I experience life…It’s a way of living.” says Ixchel Suarez, textile and fibre artist.  

On September 18, Oak Heights Gallery hosts “The Colores”, a concert with singer-

actor Fabian Arciniegas. 

On September 23, Ixchel will give a painting workshop “Fall Landscapes” and open both 

the Oak Heights Art Gallery and The Canadian Tapestry Centre as part of the Warkworth 

Gallery Hop. 

NFOTA’s Donna Wootten talks to Ixchel 

about Oak Heights Art Gallery, relocating to 

Northumberland County, the Canadian Tapestry 

Centre–her not-for-profit organization which works 

with young people, those with special needs, and 

older adults–as well as upcoming events at the 

gallery. https://youtu.be/foa6Q5b6htQ 

 

  

https://thecolborneartgallery.ca/
https://www.oakheightsartgallery.com/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/2021/12/22/northumberland-art-lovers-fabian-arciniegas/
https://youtu.be/foa6Q5b6htQ
https://youtu.be/foa6Q5b6htQ
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Get Connected 
Visit our website (https://festivalofthearts.ca/) 

• Check the Event Schedule 

• Buy Tickets 

• Sign up for our weekly blog at for the latest news on the Festival. 
 

Follow us on Social Media  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Watch and share this video about the festival by NFOTA Chair, Gwynn Scheltema 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Get Involved 

 
Sponsor/Donate 

Keeping ticket prices affordable means we depend on cash and in-kind contributions from 

individuals, organizations and businesses. Sponsorships can be negotiated to fit your needs and 

pocketbook. Contact us. 

Volunteer 

Many people are already working hard behind the scenes to make NFOTA 2022 happen, but any 

time you can spare is always appreciated. From just a few hours to an entire event, working from 

home or collaborating with others, tell us how you’d like to help. Contact us. 

 

Facebook: Northumberland 

Festival of the Arts  

Instagram: northumberlandfota 

Twitter: Northum19123145 

YouTube: NFOTA 
 

BUY TICKETS 

http://www.festivalofthearts.ca/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/events/
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/northumberlandfestivalofthearts/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/blog/
https://youtu.be/PzskVSYMeKY
https://festivalofthearts.ca/contact/
https://festivalofthearts.ca/contact/
https://twitter.com/northum19123145
https://www.facebook.com/northumberlandfota
https://www.instagram.com/northumberlandfota/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLfDC4yvQZ7q24PC10oZESg
https://youtu.be/PzskVSYMeKY
https://www.facebook.com/northumberlandfota
https://www.facebook.com/northumberlandfota
https://www.instagram.com/northumberlandfota/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/northum19123145
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLfDC4yvQZ7q24PC10oZESg
https://festivalofthearts.ca/events/

